We present results on inelastic J/q/ production from muon interactions w~th hydrogen and deuterium at an incident muon energy of 280 GeV The measured cross section ratio per nucleon for muon-induced J/~ production in deuterium and hydrogen was found to be R (D 2 / H2 ) = 1 01 _+ 0.15 The colour singlet model is shown to provide a good description of the observed differential cross secUon apart from a normahsatlon factor The comparison between the observed cross section and the colour smglet model predlcuon allows the extractxon of the gluon structure funcUon G(x) of the nucleon The momentum fraction x of the nucleon carried by the gluon is measured in the range of x= [0 02, 0 30] The normallsed gluon distribution of free nucleons thus found can be parametrlsed as xG (x) = ½ (t/+ l ) ( 1 -x)q, with r/= 5.1 _+ 0 9 (stat) 0370-2693/91/$ 03 50 © 1991 -Elsevier Soence Pubhshers B V ( North-Holland ) 493
Deep inelastic lepton scattering (DIS) experiments provide information about the structure of the target hadrons. This substructure can be interpreted in terms of partons. From inclusive lepton scattering experiments it is known that half of the nucleon momentum is carried by charged partons [1] . In the quark-patton description, the other half of the nucleon momentum is considered to be carried by gluons
The J/g` producuon in DIS (fig. la) can be related to the gluon dlstrlbuUon in the nucleon via the process ofphoton-gluon fusion [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . In the colour singlet model (CS) [4] [5] [6] the J/g` is represented by a definitive wave function of the cc system, which describes a colour slnglet state with Je= 1-and the J/g` rest mass [4] . In thxs model, the amphtudes of the process Yg~ ~ J/g`g2 ( fig-1 b) are calculated under the assumpuon that the wrtual photon fuses with a gluon in the target nucleon and colour conservation is required explicitly. For inelastic J/g` production, [8, 9] the gluons gl and g2 are hard enough for the effects of multiple soft gluon emission to be neghglble [4] Since the initial gluon carries a small fraction of the nucleon momentum, the J/g` is produced in the forward rapidity region in the photon-nucleon centreof-mass frame. Diffractive photoproduction of vector mesons lighter than the J/g` is often interpreted in terms of vector meson dominance (VMD) [7] The VMD model has been extended to give a description of nondiffractive and lnelasUc J/g, producuon by including the Drell-Yan mechanism (DY) [8, 9] In this process, the photon couples to a light vector meson which then interacts with the target nucleon and produces a J/g` via a DY-hke process m which the tlme-hke photon is replaced by a gluon which couples to a J/g` (fig. lc). The hght vector meson and the target nucleon contribute equally to its momentum. This causes the rapidity distribution of the J/g` to be centred around zero in the photon-nucleon centre-of-mass system. This behavxour is distinctly different from that given by the CS model.
In th~s paper we present differential cross secUons for J/g` production obtained from 11 + interactions with hydrogen and deutermm at an incident energy of 280 GeV. The kinematics of the J/x¢ production process was reconstructed from the detection of both J/V decay muons together w~th the mcident and scattered muon ( fig. la) .
The experiment was performed in the M2 muon beam at the CERN SPS using an upgraded version of the EMC forward spectrometer [ 10 ] . The target system was composed of two complementary sets of targets, each consisting of two 3 m long target vessels filled wtth liquid hydrogen and deuterium respectively The two sets differed only in the ordermg of the vessels with respect to the beam direction. Both sets were exposed alternately to a beam of 280 GeV muons. The beam intensity was monitored by a dedteated beam trigger. With this trigger the Integrated effective incident muon flux was measured to be (3.05 _+ 0.06 ) × 10 ) 2, correspondmg to a total luminosity of 125 pb-:. Data were collected using the standard single arm trigger (T1) which accepted muons with scattering angles larger than 10 mrad. Events wtth three or more outgoing tracks were selected in the analysis also including tracks at angles smaller than 10 mrad. The lnvarlant mass of any pair of oppositely charged particles was calculated for each event. In order for the event to be accepted two condltions for these track pairs had to be fulfilled: (l) at least one particle had to be ldennfied as a muon m our apparatus, and (n) the mvarlant mass of the pair had to be conststent with the J/~ mass. The scattered muon was selected from the remaining reconstructed tracks with the same charge as that of the incident muon. In 10% of the events more than one candtdate for the scattered muon was found. These events were subjected to a further selection in which the muon with the highest energy was chosen whenever its energy was at least 50% higher than the energy of any other candidate. Otherwise, the track w~th the smallest scattering angle was taken. For this class of events Monte Carlo studies showed that the scattered muon was mlsldentxfied in less than 10% of the cases using these criteria
The relevant kinematical variables are defined in table 1 together with the cuts applied in the present analysis. The cuts were optimised so as to mmlmtse the background and to exclude regmns of poor acceptance. The upper cut on z and the lower cut on P~ ensured that the J/~ production is melastlc and m- Fig 2 lnvanant mass distribution of selected g+l-t-pairs for deuterium and hydrogen The smooth curves are the sum of a gaussmn and an exponentially falling background fitted to the observed d~stnbutmns distribution and an exponentially falling background was fitted to the mass spectrum obtained for hydrogen and for deuterium (smooth curves in fig. 2 ). the J/~t signal from hydrogen and deuterium was given by the sum of the events in the defined mass interval (see table 1 ) from which the background events parametrlsed by the exponential curve had been subtracted. This yielded 85+ 10 and 194+ 15 events for the hydrogen and deuterium respectively. The average fitted value of the peak position was found to be 3093 + 5 MeV/c 2. The width of the gausslan distribution corresponds to the experimental momentum resolution of 1%.
The ratio of the cross sections per nucleon for muon-lnduced J/t~ production in deuterium and hydrogen was found to be R (D2/H2) = 1.01 _+ 0 15. The quoted error is statistical only Geometrical acceptance and efficiency corrections cancel in the calculation of the ratio as do the integrated beam fluxes. The frequent exchange of the target sets also minimlses the effects of possible time dependent changes in the apparatus acceptance and efficiency. The systematic error on the ratio of target densities was estimated to be less than 1%. The effect of radiative corrections on the ratio was estimated to be small compared to the statistical error. The result is consistent with equal J/gt production rates for neutron and proton. The hydrogen and deuterium data were therefore combined in the subsequent analysis, resuiting in 279 reconstructed J/~ events and 41 background events To obtain absolute cross sections from the experimental counting rates, the acceptance was calculated using a Monte Carlo simulation including a complete description of the apparatus and detector efficlencles. The Monte Carlo events were subjected to the same analysis procedure as the real data events. The branching ratio of the J/~ decay into ~t+g -was taken to be (69_+0.9)0/0 [11] Radiative effects on the measured cross sections give rise to small corrections, typically 5% or less [ 12, 13 ] . Although the mass resolution is good enough to separate the J/~ signal from heavier ce resonances, different sources of charm production can contribute to the observed signal strength. The contribution to the observed inelastic J/~ signal through ~' production and subsequent decay was estimated to be less than 15%, assuming that the cross section of ~' production is 20% of that of J/~ production [14] and taking into account the known branching ratio of 0 57 for ~' decay into J/~ [ 11 ] The measured cross section was not corrected for the above-mentioned effects. Only statistical errors are given; the combined systematic error due to the uncertainty on the target densities and the integrated muon flux was estimated to be less than 2% Fig. 3 shows the observed differential cross section dcr(gN~g' J/~ X)/dy The rapidity y of the J/gt is defined as y= ½ In [ (E+pd I ) / (E-pr I ) 1, where E and Pll are the J/~ energy and longitudinal momentum with respect to the virtual photon calculated in the photon-nucleon centre-of-mass system. The J/~s production is clearly peaked in the forward direction
The dashed line in fig. 3 represents the prediction of the VMD model in combination with the DY mechanism for an incident energy of 280 GeV The calculation was performed using eq. (3) of ref. [ 8 ] , to which a multipllcatlve factor of ~ was applied, representing the fraction of cc pairs going to J/t~ [2] . The muoproductlon cross section was obtained from the photoproductlon cross section by multiplication with the virtual photon flux factor [ 8 ] computed following the convention introduced by Hand [ 15 ] The cross section of the subprocess qq~J/~ was Integrated from the charm quark mass threshold up to the D-meson mass [2 ] . Values for the input param-eters were taken from ref. [ 11 ] , with the strong couphng constant chosen to be c~s(M2/,~)=0.3, the charm quark mass mc = ½Mj/v and the quark dmmbutlons taken from ref. [ 8 ] . These parameter values were used throughout the present paper. Although our apparatus accepts only events w~th posltxve rapidity, ~t is clear that the computed distribution cannot account for the signal strength for y>~ 1.
The sohd hne in fig. 3 represents the prediction of the CS model for inelastic and incoherent J/~ production. For comparison w~th the data a normahsation factor of 2.4 was applied. The calculatmn was performed according to ref. [ 16 ] , with a QCD radiative correction factor to the leptonlc w~dth F,+, (J/y) of 1 -16C~s(M~/v)/3zr [17] . Values for the input parameters used m the present calculatmn were taken from ref. [ 11 ] , with the same value for as(M2/v) and rn~ as m the VMD+DY calculatmn and a gluon distribution G(x) = (3/x) ( 1 -x) s. From fig 3 it can be seen that the cross sectmn of J/~ production as a functmn of the rapidity is well described by the CS model. In the present analysm however, the CS model underestimates the observed signal by a factor of 2.4. Since in ref. [6] It IS recommended to ue sharper cuts on p2 and z, it was verified that this factor does not vary within the ranges of the applied cuts. Note that the normahsatmn of the CS model is sensitive to the mass of the charm quark and proportional to the square of the strong couphng constant [ 4 ] . Furthermore, the calculatmn of the cross section is performed by using a non-relatiwstlc description of the ce bound state, it is expected that relativistic effects might distort this descriptmn through corrections of order x/1 -B 5, with B estimated to be 0. 5 [18l.
The normahsed dffferentml cross section (27~/ a)do( laN-, la' J/~ )/dO, where 0 is the azimuthal angle between the muon scattering plane and the J/~ production plane, is shown m fig 4. The sohd curve is a fit of the function ( 1 + B cos ~ + C cos 2~) to the measured d~strlbutton. The results of the fit are given in table 2 together with the CS model predxctlons for scalar and vector gluons [19] . The results, when compared with the predictions of the CS model computed at the average Q2 of the data (1.5 GeV2), are consistent w~th je= 1-for the gluon. The same resuits dlsfavour the description of J/y production as presented m ref. [3] , in which the predictions of the Table 2 The azimuthal angle &strlbution ( 1 + B cos O + C cos 2¢~)
Parameter Experimental results CS model ((Q2) = 1.5 GeV 2)
model [2] are extended to second order term without explicit colour conservation. Since the CS model provides a good description of our data it has been used to extract the gluon dlstriburton of free nucleons. The measured differential cross section da(gN--,la' J/~X)/dx, with x=.~/s where g and s are the centre-of-mass energies in the photon-gluon and the photon-nucleon reference frames, was divided by that calculated in the CS model [6, 12] . In the latter, the gluon distribution The value of c corresponds to the previously introduced normahsatlon factor and q represents the shape of the gluon distribution The extracted normahsed gluon distribution is shown in fig. 5 together with its parametrlsatlon xG(x) = ½ (q+ 1 ) ( 1 -x) ~. The results of EMC from the analysis of J/~ production on NH3 [12] , also shown in fig. 5 , are in good agreement with the present data. Gluon distributions have also been obtained previously from QCD analyses of structure function measurements. These yield parametrlsat~ons that allow a large spread of q values ranging from 3 to 1 1 [ 20 ] ; thls uncertainty in q has been discussed in ref. [21] .
In the present work we have shown that the CS model is able to describe inelastic J/~ production and consequently that it is possible to extract the gluon distribution directly.
